is an innovative project, which intends to create a framework, which allowsthrough a fast data modeling -implementing interface elements that describe in a clearly visual way, in two-dimensional presentation, a relationship network among heterogeneous items. This environment also allows the machine to do operations over these relations, such as to find paths or sets, to help the implementation of AI algorithms, or data extraction by the final user. Through graph theory, with visual items, it is possible to find elements with specific characteristics and relationships between them, by the application of filters, refining searches inside an extreme large datasets, or showing differentiated connection maps. Two prototypes were created with this framework: A system which allows seeing telephonic calls sets and financial transactions, and a system for ontology viewing for a digital dictionary inside a semantic network. Another software, in prototypical phase, also for semantic network vision, is being constructed. This document will present the basic RR structure, showing and justifying the creation of the two referred software above.
Introduction
Recent studies have directed its focus statistical properties of networked systems, like Internet or social networks. By Girvan [1] researchers have concentrated particularly on some common properties to many types of networks: the small world property, distribution degrees following potential functions, network transitivity, and one more property: the community structure, where the net nodes are grouped closely, and between these groups, there are some weak connections. Jumping from mathematics to biology and linguistics, Barabasi [2] says that researches on networked systems also include items such protein actuation over some types of cells, ecosystems and supply chain, energy transmission and transport nets, human language, among others.
Problems involving data relationship networks occurs with high frequency, needing media through which it can be possible the clear vision over these data. Together with that, data and relation types between them vary largely, depending on the problem scope. In this way, software that could describe some type of data, inside a determined scope, could not fit for another type of problem, or it had to suffer some modifications to adequate to the new problem. The Relationship Network Project (or in Portuguese: RR -Redes de Relacionamento) intends to allow the software project manager to implement in fast way a software that make two-dimensional demonstration of heterogeneous data, related by vertex and edges, including edition and analysis, and Artificial Intelligence tools. In the following document it will be described two case studies involving the use of the same environment of RR project: 1) Vision and edition of telephone calls and money transferring, and 2) Vision of ontology dictionaries from a semantic network. The environment basic structure ( Fig. 1 ) is composed by five modules: Management, Data Reading, Viewing / Edition, Specific Data, and Data Writing. Such structure allows maintaining the independent programming between these modules; in such a way that makes easy the implementation work to achieve the new entered data types.
Managing Module It's the module that contains the menus, which allows the user to execute the system main activities. Also contains rules that will be used by the Viewing / edition module, and filters, which can be applied to the working data. In this module it's possible to choose the picture to represent the data from its type, or to execute filtering and require data reading or writing. Here are implemented also the Artificial Intelligence and Graph Theory algorithms, responsible by the automatic processing of the information about to be analyzed.
Data Reading Module
Does the inclusion of data inside the system, be it originated on databases, electronic datasheet, proprietary files or formatted text. It does exist just to make compatible data from different natures, to be shown inside the viewing system as a linked network.
Viewing / Edition Module
Responsible for showing the connected data to the final user, allowing its edition, navigation, and responsible for showing analysis results. This module is present inside any application for network data viewing developed over the RR environment.
Specific Data Module
Contains the application specific data. And such application is built over the RR framework.
Data Writing Module
Responsible for managing data persistence, in a proprietary format for the implemented application, or in a specific format, depending on the client's demand, allowing data compatibility with another framework or software.
Used technologies
The framework is done over Windows platform, with Borland C++ Builder IDE. The communication with databases is done via ODBC. Visual Data are stored in proprietary format.
Interface
The interfaced is based on MDI (Multiple Document Interface). So it allows many visual instances from many data groups (Fig. 2) . Exposition of emergent markets, where money-washing groups invests their money on properties or companies, creating monopolies or breaking that countries / companies taking back the invested money, without any accordance. Such behavior also damages the invested company public image;
Creation of apparent companies, which can practice prices lower than that practiced on the local market, breaking concurrent industries; Observing the necessity of a tool to help investigators that works on problems like the ones described above, the RR framework was created initially as a basic module for a software able to make analysis of telephonic calls datasets [9] (Fig.3) , being a graphic tool that clearly shows the worked data, able to give relevant information, even when the data is first viewed. This tool has filtering resources, edition modes, storage and data recovery, telephonic calls pathfinder and report generation. After that, the system was evolved for load, analysis and persistence also of financial transaction data (Fig.4) . The system enables juridical area professionals, from police intelligence, security, and financial government organs, to track and store telephone calls by a totally automated and confidential way, without any human intervention inside this process. In this way the systems avoid totally the possibilities of fraud or human errors during the process of catching and storing calls, keeping the integrity and secrecy of investigative operations. Following Mendroni [10] "... investigations made before prosecution acts may be necessarily secrets. If not, the investigation is frustrated by its beginning. For the same reason that a criminal does its illegal acts and does not reveal it to the competent authorities, these ones not only can, but have to investigate him -by obligation of its functions -... without show its contents, until it can group enough data to made a convincement, and after all that, take the adequate decisions about that crime." The number of applications involving knowledge representation has increased more and more at last times, and many models used to implement these applications do these representations through semantic networks [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] . Such systems also need edition tools used by the responsible professional that takes care of these semantic nets. Cawsey [19] affirms that a semantic network is a relationship network, where the nodes inside the graph represent concepts, and the edges represents binary relations between these concepts. The RR framework goes inside there like a tool for viewing relationships, hierarchies and rules inside a semantic net production environment. A sample environment to produce ontologies is described on Bueno[20] . The first used prototype (Fig.5) was a case for edition of rules and relations for the ontology dictionary inside KMAI project [21] . The RR framework allows a clear visual disposal of the net, and inclusion of concepts and relations between them, all of these represented by vertex and edges.
Vision of semantic networks

Conclusions
The RR framework fits initially for software that serves as a telephonic call analysis tool, causing a sensible impact in the way these types of data were analyzed, showing recently its first results. After that, the software evolved for a tool that can load and analyze data from financial transactions documents. It served also for viewing and analysis of relations between concepts inside a semantic network, by this way improving the creation and revision of ontologies inside a production model. By the fact that the RR framework is being used inside problems from so different domains, such fact shows its extreme versatility. Although these initial results, its applicability doesn't finishes here. The environment shows itself generic enough to deal with data from diverse types, from networks structured over simple lists to multimedia inside the web. To do all this, it's enough to have a protocol to feed de visual net inside the software that is done over the framework. 
